Based in Subang (WMSA) with four hangars in excess of 150,000 square feet of combined space, and at our southern location in Senai (WMKJ) with two large hangars, we are the perfect gateways to Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. Both facilities are situated within low-traffic airports, making them the most suitable locations for your rapid regional deployment.

Your Private Aviation Gateway To Asia

Sapura Aero, an Integrated Private Aviation Services Provider, strives to exceed your Private Aviation expectations through Aviation Compliance, thereby ensuring your Safety, Security and Confidentiality.

Our Location

Based in Subang (WMSA) with four hangars in excess of 150,000 square feet of combined space, and at our southern location in Senai (WMKJ) with two large hangars, we are the perfect gateways to Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. Both facilities are situated within low-traffic airports, making them the most suitable locations for your rapid regional deployment.

Our Services

Aircraft Acquisition Consulting
- Choose the right aircraft for your mission
- Maximize value of your purchase and operation

Aircraft Management
- Flight operations
- Charter management
- Aircraft & crew supervision

Mission Planning
- Flight planning
- Aircraft and crew management
- Crew data administration

Hangar Facilities
- Subang, Senai
- Secure storage

Our Location

Compliance | Safety | Security | Confidentiality
Sapura Aero – Your Integrated Private Aviation Expert

As the Asian skies open up to more business explorations and collaborations, the need for a trusted professional Private Aviation Expert with an unparalleled knowledge of the region has become more pronounced.

Sapura Aero today perfectly sits at the cusp of this change, as it brings with it an unparalleled business vocabulary on Private Jets and Helis, coupled with an infrastructure that offers world class compliance, confidentiality, safety and security standards.

So whether you are looking for professional advice on acquiring a cherished wings, or a partner to manage and handle your existing assets, Sapura Aero offers all the credentials to serve you as our valued client in the region.

### Aircraft Management

- **Purchasing a private aircraft is complex.** Whether you are acquiring a used or new aircraft, we can assist you in this complicated process. Our complete services include everything from Pre-Purchase Inspection to Crew Selection, ensuring a smooth Entry Into Service.

### National aviation authorities compliance

- **AOC (Air Operator Certificate)**
- **Crew management**
- **Flight Operations & Airworthiness Supervision**
- **Mission planning**

### Asset Management

- **Cabin upgrade evaluation**
- **Maintenance supervision**
- **Technical record management**
- **Accounting**

### About Us

**Aircraft Acquisition**

- **Aircraft purchase**
- **Consultancy**
- **Legal advice**
- **Type analysis**
- **Financing management**

**Acquisition Consultancy**

- **Aircraft selection**
- **Maintenance supervision**
- **Crew management**

**Mission planning**

- **Financing management**
- **Maintenance supervision**

**Aircraft Purchase Consultancy**

- **AOC (Air Operator Certificate)**
- **Cabin upgrade evaluation**
- **Mission planning**

**Complete Experience:**

- **Acquisition Consultancy**
- **Maintenance supervision**
- **Crew management**
- **Legal advice**
- **Type analysis**
- **Financing management**